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ICF and laser plasma fluid modelling and simulation (DUED code)
•  Shock ignition, HiPER project and beyond
•  Collaboration with experimental groups

Shock waves at I > 1015 W/cm2, planar geometry (PALS; PI: Batani)
Stopping powers in laser-heated plasmas (LULI, PI: Fuchs)
Exploding pusher expts (LLE, MIT group) 
Blast wave experiments (LULI, PI: AM)

Plasma Wakefield Acceleration (Marocchino and 2 PhD students) 
Proton therapy fast planning systems (Schiavi and 1 PhD student)

A lot of teaching …
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Summary (*)  

•  Lasers for fusion
•  Laser-driven fusion ignition: basic requirements
•  Ignition experiments (NIC and beyond)
•  Ignition metrics: where are we?
•  Modelling and simulations: lessons from the NIC 
•  Alternatives to indirect-drive / to conventional ignition; 
    the role of implosion velocity
•  Shock ignition studies
•  Conclusions

(*) presentation based on an invited perspective paper published  on the 
      occasion of the International Year of Light: S. Atzeni, EPL 109, 45001 (2015)



LASER:���
 Ordered light to “disorderly” heat ���

(and compress!) 

1950’s: driver power levels, times scales for manageable release of 
fusion energy(< 1 GJ; few mg DT fuel) computed; no appropriate 
driver available 

1960-’62: laser + Q-switch
⇒  lasers fusion concept (R. Kidder, J. Nuckolls, A. Sakharov, N. Basov,...)

•  lasers for fusion:
o wavelength: ¼ – ½ µm
o  few 100 TW; 1-to-few MJ; few ns pulses
o High rep. rate, high efficiency (for reactor)



•  Close the cycle:  G ηd = 1/(Mηth f)  
•  Power production:  Pgrid = νdriver Egrid = νdriver [(1-f) ηthGM  Ed] 
•  target cost < 20% COE; (COE: cost of energy) 

laser repetition rate: νdriver 

Pulsed fusion for energy production:
general requirements

set by power balance and economics 



•  G ηd ≥ 10  =>     G = 100 (or larger)

•  Large capital costs, 
   economy of scale; Pgrid ≥ 1 GWe  =>     Ed = 2 – 5 MJ  

•  cost of target < 20% Cost Of Energy =>  

Required: 
•  target gain ≈ 100
•  few MJ driver

Cost of target critical 
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 standard laser fusion: central ignition
imploding fuel kinetic energy converted into internal energy 

and concentrated in the centre of the fuel 

(see, e.g., S. Atzeni and J. Meyer-ter-Vehn, The Physics of Inertial Fusion, Oxford University Press, 2004)



The ignition condition is essentially 
a condition on the hot spot pressure

[ρc/ρh = 5 – 7]

fuel at ignition 

pressure for ignition:
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S. Atzeni et al. NJP (2013); 
J. Lindl et al, NF (2014)  

! pRh > 15 Tbar µm



High implosion velocity 
required  for standard 
ignition:
uimp > 300 – 400 km/s

depending of the fuel mass 
and on the compressed 
fuel in-flight isentrope:
uimp ∝ m-0.15  αif

2/9

 required laser energy decreases strongly 
with increasing implosion velocity

€ 

E ∝ uimp
−6 α if

1.8pabl
−0.8

                    Herrmann, Tabak, Lindl, Nucl. Fusion 41, 99 (2001)

Hot Pressure at stagnation is 
a strong function of the implosion velocity 

( p ~ uimp αif
-0.9)3

Central ignition relies on large implosion velocity



Laboratory Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) essentials

-  Compression: ρ > 400 g/cm3 ; ρR > 1.5 g/cm2 
-  Hot spot ignition and propagating burn

Four basic requirements
-  Large implosion velocity (300 – 400 km/s)
-  Low entropy compression (low “adiabat” α)
-  Symmetric implosion
-  Control of Rayleigh-Taylor instability (RTI)

note: control of RTI more critical as implosion velocity increases and 
adiabat decrease

Different schemes: 
Direct-drive or indirect drive
Conventional ignition (previous slide), advanced ignition (later)



Laser and targets for ignition ���
(at the NIF)

≈ 1995: experimental, theoretical, computational data base, ���
             supporting design of ignition experiments (Lindl, PoP 1995)

Indirect drive: weaker RTI, low sensitivity to beam non-uniformities

1.8 MJ – 400 TW; vuv (0.35 µm), accurate pulse shaping

fuel mass mDT = 0.17 mg
implosion velocity u = 370 km/s
adiabat α = 1.5

objective: Y > 15 MJ (G ≥ 10) 
fuel parameters at ignition: 
hot spot pressure > 350 Gbar; <ρR> = 1.5 g/cm2; peak density = 1000 g/cm3 



NIF hohlraum
coupling &  symmetry 

symmetry control:
•  beam orientation
•  beam pointing
•  hohlraum aspect ratio
•  hohlraum fill

beam coupling: choice of 
materials

entropy control: cryogenic 
fuel, pulse shaping

preheat limitation: ablator 
doping

(courtesy of LLNL)



National ignition campaign, NIC, (2010-12) 
demonstrated strong compression, but did not achieve ignition

Note that NIF laser outperforms design specs

•  implosion velocity smaller than expected (see later)
•  pressure (much) smaller than expected

D. Hicks et al., Phys. Plasmas 19, 122702 (2012);
N. B. Meezan et al., Phys. Plasmas 20, 056311 (2013);
O. L. Landen et al., Plasma Phys. Controll. Fusion 54, 124026 (2012)
J. D. Lindl et al., Phys. Plasmas 21, 020501 (2014)



NIF baseline ignition experiments (NIC campaign) vs 
simulations

NIC campaign: general qualitative agreement, strong compression, but

•   15% laser light backscattered from the hohlraum (vs few % expected)
•   Implosion velocity 10% smaller than expected (for given absorbed energy)
•   Low-mode asymmetries poorly controlled
•   once the required implosion velocity was approached (by increasing laser power 

and/or reducing shell thickness) fuel contaminated as a consequence of 
instabilities

⇒  outstanding (and unique) diagnostics essential for understanding above results



Understading key issues separately:
try to get 1D implosion,

at the expense of compression
= => record yield 

2014 (high-foot) experiments 
(Hurricane et al, Nature 2014): 

higher foot power:
•  entropy increased to 

-  reduce RTI growth
-  make imploding shell thicker

•  shorter pulse => less LPI’s
implosion velocity ≈ 320 km/s; α ≈ 2.5 

=> fusion yield nearly as predicted by 1D sims
⇒  fuel gain > 1 
⇒  yield multiplication by self-heating My = 2

but compression insufficient for ignition



From the review talk by Rosen, APS-DPP 2014, LLNL-PRES-662854



How far from ignition?

Yield in high foot experiments ~ 30 kJ, while ignition yield  Y > 1 MJ ���
Really so far from ignition? Is yield the right metric?

A better metric(*): generalized Lawson parameter χ = (pτ)/(pτ)ignition  [τ: confinement t]
•  Yield multiplication by self-heating My is a unique function of χ:  My=My(χ)

•  In terms of measurable quantities: χ = const (ρR)0.61(Y/mDT) 0.24

Low foot experiments:  χ ≤ 0.3     (My ≤ 1.3)
High foot experiments: χ = 0.6     (My = 2)

   For ignition:  χ ≥ 1     (My > 100):
   progress by a factor ≈ 2 needed

(*) R. Betti et al., Phys. Plasmas 17, 058102 (2010)



How far from ignition?���
How to double Lawson parameter? 

What in terms of driver/target hydro parameters?
χ ≈ ITF 0.4, with ITF the LLNL ignition threshold factor ���
                       [Spears et al, PoP 2012, Lindl et al., PoP 2014] ���
ITF = ITF1D * (corrections for deviations from1D)���
ITF1D ≈ mDT u8 α-1.6 = 2 η Elaser u6

  α-1.6 

In the high foot expt. (corrections ...) ≅ 1���
 => ITF must grow by 3; all laser energy alredy used; 

=> increase  η; increase u, decrease α, ���
without degrading symmetry and stability 

Current efforts (review talk by Rosen, APS-DPP 2014, LLNL-PRES-662854): 
•  Optimize design to reduce backscattering  (and, at the same time, control 
symmetry): shorter pulse, Carbon ablator, change fill-gas density, hohlraum shape
•  Adiabat shaping to control instabilities, while increasing compression
•  Use more efficient materials



NIC outcome: simulation models questioned

Models did not predict baseline NIC experiments with adequate accuracy

however

Recent NIF experiments have shown that 
standard fluid models are fully predictive when 
1)  hohlraum plasma density and scale-lengths are such that strong LPIs are 

not excited
2)  Rayleigh-Taylor instability growth is reduced so that shell materials do 

not enter the fuel

Outstanding examples:  
•  Indirect-drive implosion of a high density gas-filled NIF-like shell 

(without cryogenic fuel layer) [Le Pape et al. PRL 112, 225002 (2014)] : 
hohlraum physics, implosion, neutron yield in excellent agreement with 
simulations “The implosion exhibits ideal one-dimensional behavior and 
99% laser-to-hohlraum coupling”

•  High-foot expts [(Hurricane et al, Nature 2014)]: hydrodynamics and 
fusion burn nearly agree with 1D codes 



Le Pape et al. PRL 112, 225002 (2014):
1D behaviour. Code predicts
•  Hohlraum physics
•  Hydro
•  Burn 

Hydro and nuclear 
reproduced by our DUED
code 



 A few lesson learnt from the NIC

1.  Models predictive when used in tested regimes 
2.  Issues with LPI’s and nonlinear RTI => try to avoid or 

reduce risks
3.  Importance of diagnostics and synthetic diagnostics;
4.  Experiment to test single issues under relevant conditions 

and improve models

5.   Need for large safety margins 



Are there alternatives to NIF-like schemes?
Ignition at smaller laser energy ?

Simpler targets?   

NIF-LMJ designed 20 years ago; since then
•  laser progress:

o  smooth beams
o  ultraintense lasers
o  pulse shaping

•  new ignition schemes (fast ignition, shock ignition)
•  improved understanding of RTI  

•  Direct-drive
            and/or

•  Alternate approaches to ignition (*)

23
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(*) recent reviews: special issue of Nucl. Fusion 54 (5) (2014)



Direct-drive: substantial progress, 
• more efficient than indirect-drive
•  can be tested on the NIF (polar direct-drive)
• however, still serious issues with RTI @ high implosion 

velocity

Fast ignition: 
•  ignitor efficiency? beam divergence? gratings?
• hardly scalable physics; no facilities for full scale test in 

short/medium term

Shock ignition: not free of issues (see later), but
•  ignition by hydrodynamic process
•  tests at full scale in principle feasible on NIF/LMJ

= => NEXT: SHOCK IGNITION (*)

(*) R. Betti et al, PRL 98, 155001 (2007)
24



Can ignition be achieved 
with “reduced” implosion velocity?

i.e. how can additional means increase  
an “insufficient” hot spot pressure?



stagnation pressure can be amplified by ���
a properly tuned shock: Shock ignition 

a)  pulse generates 
imploding shock

b)  imploding shock 
amplified as it 
converges

c)  imploding shock 
pregresses, while 
shock bounces from 
center

d)  the two shocks 
collide, and launch 
new shocks; the 
imploding shock 
heats the hot spot  
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“low” implosion velocity leads to higher gain
than in the standard scheme,

if ignition is achieved, at “low cost”, by a separate mechanism

with

for laser-direct drive [Betti & Zhou, 2005]
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Shock ignition
vs 

conventional direct-drive central ignition 

SI compression
pulse

Standard
pulse

A-s
picket

Ignition spike



A number of targets have been studied(*)
Gain curves computed

(*) by Betti et al.; Ribeyre et al., Schmitt et al.; Canaud et al.; Schmitt et al.; Atzeni et al.; Lafon et al.; 
Perkins et al., Terry et al., Anderson et al.



Polar direct-drive shock-ignition could be tested 
on the NIF (similar schemes devised for LMJ)

L. J. Perkins et al., IAEA Fusion Conf. 2010, IFE/P6-13; M. R. Terry et al., Phys. Plasmas 20, 
056312 (2013); K. S. Anderson et al., Phys. Plasmas 20, 056312 (2013)



symmetric 
ignition spike

strongly 
asymmetric 

spike

Shock-ignition tolerates very large spike asymmetry
(artifact of simple modelling?) 

Reference 
irradiation pattern

10.4 µm 
displacement



HiPER baseline target -- Shock-ignition 

Laser wavelength = 0.35 µm
Compression energy: 160 - 180 kJ
Focal spot: 0.64 mm (compression)
                   0.4   mm (SI)
Adiabat-shaping picket

Target: S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi and C. Bellei, PoP, 15, 14052702  (2007) 
Pulses: X. Ribeyre et al, PPCF 51, 015013 (2009);  
             S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 53, 035010  (2011) 

design constraints:

•  Intensity ≤ 5 x 1014 W/cm2

      (compression laser; λ = 0.35 µm) 
•  IFAR < 30
•  in-flight-<adiabat> ≤ 1.2
•  ablation front RTI growth factor

    

€ 

max
l
(Γl ) = max l γl∫ dt( ) ≤ 6



HiPER target 1D performance:
large gain @ 300-400 kJ

            
Compression pulse         
•  Energy 180 kJ
•  Flat-top power                   42 - 46 TW 
•  Focal spot radius wc           0.65 mm  

Ignition pulse                      
•  Energy                           ≥ 80 kJ 
•  Power                            ≥ 150 TW  
•  Focal spot radius ws           0.4 mm
•  Synchronization                120 ps (@ 170 TW)

  250 ps (@ 270 TW)

Fusion yield ≤ 24 MJ
1D Gain            70 - 80

Convergence ratio 35 – 42
      vapor density                 0.3 – 0.1  mg/cm3                        



(*) S. A., A. Marocchino, A. Schiavi, G. Schurtz, New J. Phys. 15, 045004 (2013)
      S. Atzeni, A. Marocchino, A. Schiavi, Phys. Plasmas 10, 090702 (2012)
(**) S. A., A. Marocchino, A. Schiavi, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion, 57, 014022 (2015)

HiPER TARGET: 
high 1-D gain (optimistic)

Is it robust?
Is it risky?

How to design robust targets?

1.  Reduce risks by scaling to larger size (*)

2.  Measure and increase ignition margins (**)



Two parameters to be adjusted to achieve ignition:
implosion velocity and laser spike power 

= = >  design flexibililty

Implosion velocity (km/s)   
SA et al, New J. Phys. 
15, 045004 (2013)

Gain contours for the HiPER target
original ref. point



scaling to higher energy = > flexibility and reduced risks 
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Implosion velocity (km/s)   

compression 
laser energy

a) scaling at fixed implosion velocity
b) scaling at fixed ratio uimp/uig*

S. Atzeni, A. Marocchino, A. Schiavi, G. Schurtz, New J. Phys. 15, 045004 (2013)

reference point =
scale 1 target



scaling at fixed ratio uimp/uig*

      velocity decreases with size
•   higher spike power than in case a)
•   lower compression power

gain: G > 200 at 2 MJ laser energy (caution: 1D)

at constant implosion
velocity

scaled 
at fixed ratio uimp/uig*

HiPER target



How robust are these shock-ignition targets?

[Robustness measured by ITF*,  shock-ignition equivalent to ITF1D 
defined above; see (#)]

(#) P. Y. Chang et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 135002 (2010); K. S. Anderson et al., LLE Review 
133, 1; Phys. Plasmas 20, 056312 (2013); SA et al, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion, 57, 014022 
(2015)



  Points on the previous gain curves  
have small ITF* (in all cases ITF* < 1.9)

  (b)-scaled targets have nearly the same ITF*

==> We have to define a new reference point (scale s = 1) 

b)-scaled = fixed uimp/uig*



Robustness, ITF*, can be increased
by either increasing the implosion velocity uimp or spike 
power.  We choose to increase uimp

previous reference point 

ITF*

new reference point 



Gain decreases as safety margin increases, 
but still very large at 1 – 2 MJ

S. A., A. Marocchino, A. Schiavi, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion, 57, 014022 (2015)



Increasing safety margin (ITF*) at given implosion 
velocity: bigger target, larger drive energy

(but still feasible on NIF or LMJ)

S. A., A. Marocchino, A. Schiavi, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion, 57, 014022 (2015)



higher ITF*==> increased 2D robustness
(e.g. increased tolerance to displacement)

scale s = 1.53

Elaser-total = 750 kJ

Uimplo =  252 km/s

 24 µm displacement

Yield = 0.4 MJ

G = 0

scale s = 1.53

Elaser-total = 826 kJ

Uimplo =  293 km/s

 32 µm displacement

Yield = 78 M

G= 90% G1D

1D 1D
ITF* = 1.7 ITF* = 3

H-rescaled R-rescaled



Robustness (specifically, tolerance to displacement)
can be futher increased by increasing spike power

Also tested, combination of displacement and reduced reactivity (miming mixing)

S. A., A. Marocchino, A. Schiavi, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion, 57, 014022 (2015)



Shock ignition, too, not free of issues (+)

(+) D. Batani, S. Baton, A. Casner, S. Depierreux, M. Hohenberger, O. Klimo, M. Koenig, 
C. Labaune, X. Ribeyre, C. Rousseaux, G. Schurtz, W. Theobald and V.T. Tikhonchuk, 
“Physics Issues for shock ignition”, Nucl. Fusion 54, 054009 (2014)

(#) recently demonstrated at LLE: R. Nora et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 045001 (2015)
(*) but moderately hot (T < 100 keV) electrons may even strengthen the shock:
      R. Betti et al., J. Phys. Conf. Series 112, 022024 (2008);
      S. Gus’kov et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 255004 (2012)

•  Laser-plasma interaction at intensities of a few times 1015 W/cm2

•  generation of ablation pressure about 300 Mbar (#)

•  efficient absorption (low SBS, SRS)
•  not too many and not too hot hot-electrons (*)

•  cross-beam-energy-transfer
•  Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (direct-drive, low adiabat)



Conclusions

I presented a brief, personal, incomplete and unavoidably biased, 
perspective on laser fusion

A few final remarks

•  impressive progress in lasers
•  impressive progress in physics understanding and modelling
•  crucial role of diagnostics (often, laser-based: backlighters, proton 

imaging, ...)

•  a number of ingenious schemes proposed
•  synergy with other laser-driven physics (ELI,...)

Ignition not faraway, the path to reactor anyhow (very) long
= =>  a lot of exciting opportunities (and demanding work) 
          for young scientists and engineers!


